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By Gail Hams
Staff Reporter

County Commissioners
to accept $42,000 grant
for ambulance purchase

i
An
Independent
Student
Voice

Wood County Commissioners hive decided to accept a $42,000 slate grant
toward the purchase of three ambulances which will become part of a
county-wide Emergency Medical Services program (EMS).
The towns of Bloomdale, Bradner and Weston each will house an ambulance.
Commisioner John G. Ault said.
The commissioners sent a letter to state EMS coordinator Martin Elekes in
mid-March accepting the grant. Ault said.
ALSO INCLUDED in the letter were ambulance specifications to be approved
by Elekes. Ault said. The specifications deal with the vehicles'size and options,
he explained, adding that the vehicles must conform with standards set by the
state health department.
Ault said Elekes made a few minor changes in the specifications and approved
them in a letter to the commissioners received last Thursday.
"There were no major changes made." he said. "There were only three or four
errors in our figures, and two of them were typographical errors."

The next step in buying the ambulances is advertising for bids, Ault said. The
commissioners began advertising in local newspapers yesterday, he said.
"WE HAVE TO advertise lor at least two weeks." Ault said. "That"* a state
law."
The cost of ambulances has been estimated at $72,000, with the state paying
$42,000 of the bill. The difference will come from the sale of bonds, Ault said.
Originally, the commissioners had proposed to raise the difference by charging
the three towns housing the ambulances $10,000 each. The citizens in the towns
disagreed wilh Ih3t plan, arguing that il would not be fair for them to pay for
* the counly-owned vehicles.
The slate health depart mem has made several provisions the county must
follow to he eligible fa the grant and to sel up EMS, Ault said.
HE SAID THE commisioners have met many provisions already and will have
met all requirements before EMS begins.
One of the items the commissioners now are working on is arranging for the
Regional Emergency Medical Services in Northwest Ohio, Inc. io pay for the
ambulances' radio equipment, he said. Wood County was to have paid for the
radios.
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Demonstrators riot
in Peking to protest
removal of wreaths
TOKYO (AP) -Chinese threw
■dunes at security men and set fire to
.three motor vehicles as tens of
thousands, in an unusual outburst,
demonstrated in Peking's main square
•yesterday to protest the removal of
.wreaths honoring the late Premier
jChou En-la!, reports from the Chinese
. iriul said.
' There was no clear information on
■ whal the protest signified politically.
or any mention of the incident by the
official Hsinhua news agency.
v
However, an informant in Peking
.reached by telephone said the
demonstration had overtones of
resistance to the campaign against Vice
' Premier Teng Hsiao-ping, whom the
' .moderate Chou had favored to succeed
jliini. Soon after the premier's death on
Jan. 8 Teng came under criticism as a
"capitalist -roader."
JAPAN'S KYODO news agency
.reported from Peking that a taped
statement by Wu Teh. first secretary
of DM Peking Municipal Revolutionary
'Committee, repeatedly asked people ui
.1 len An Men Square yesterday evening
to leave iinmcdiately--"Don't be
deceived by bad people."
Kyodo said that at first a
.considerable number of persons
remained in the square despite the
loudspeaker statement that the unrest
'was "a subversive activity against
.Chairman Mao Tsc-tung and the parly
central committee."
Order was restored and people left
'the square by midnight. Kyodo said. It
■said witnesses reported some radical
elements among the demonstrators
f'appaiently were taken away by
'military men.
. The news agency said about 1.000
militiamen were standing guard.

None of the reports said precisely
who had removed the wreaths.
JAPANESE PRESS reports said
students of Tsinghua University were
beaten by some of the demonstrators,
who demanded. "Why do you oppose
Premier Chou?". Tsinghua is a center
for the campaign against Teng.
A report by the Peking
correspondent of MTI. the official
Hungarian news agency(said there were
placards attacking Chiang Ching, Mao's
wife, believed to be one of the leaders
of the campaign accusing Teng of
trying to reverse Mao's policies and
return to capitalism.
Chou rehabilitated Teng from
disgrace suffered in the 1966-69
Cultural Revolution. Teng became vice
premier, party vice chairman and
armed forces chief of staff and had
been expected to succeed Chou as
premier.
Instead, security chief Hua
Kuo-feng was named acting premier.
Teng has not been heard of since
Chou's funeral Jan. IS and has come
under increasingly severe attack in the
official press.
MASS DEMONSTRATIONS ot
grief for Chou began last Friday as
part of (he annual Ching Ming festival
to pay respects to the dead.
As many as 70.000 people poured
into Tien An Men Square on Sunday
to pile wreaths, banners and fiowers
dedicated to Chou before the Martyrs
Monument in the center.
Japanese reports said although
militiamen were controlling entry into
the square Monday morning, crowds
learned the wreaths had been removed
and began jostling the unarmed
militiamen and police.

Calley to go on parole
WASHINGTON (AP) ■- The
Supreme Court yesterday refused to
'review the conviction of former Army
,Lt. William L. Calley Jr. for the
murder of civilians in the Vietnamese
'hamlet of My Lai in March. 1968.
' An attorney for Calley said he has
•been told by the secretary of the
Army that Calley will be placed on
immediate parole.
' "The secretary of the Army has
.stated and I have been assured by the
counsel for the secretary of the Army,
the general counsel, that Calley will be
'placed upon parole and will continue
•to live the life that he is presently
Jiving," said the attorney, J. Houston
Gordon, contacted in Covington,
'Tenn. "He (Calley) will not be
■returned to prison, for which we are
.quite grateful. He will be placed on
immediate parole."
• THE JUSTICES let stand an 8-5
.decision of the US Circuit Court in
New Orleans reinstating •"'alley's 1971
'court martial conviction.
• Calley. 32. who is free on bail,
.appealed his conviction on two
principal grounds:
-that he was denied a fair trial
■because of "worldwide and
all-pervasive" publicity in which he
was "labeled...as a ghoul who had
'wantonly massacred hundreds of
Innocent civilians."

Weather
Partly cloudy through
tomorrow. High today in the low
to mid 50s. Low tonight in (he
upper 20a and low 30s Highs
tomorrow in the upper 40s and
low 50s. Chance of rain 20 per
cent through tonight.

-that Congress should have been
compelled to release confidential
information for use in his trial just as
former President Nixon was required
to do in the Watergate scandal.
Calley has been living as a civilian in
Columbus, Ga.. since his conviction
was overturned on Sept. 25, 1974, by
US District Judge J. Robert Elliott.
Although the circuit court reversed
this decision the Army released Calley
on bail in 1974 and has said it does
not plan to return him to prison.
CALLEY WAS accused of killing
102 Vietnamese civilians in a sweep
through My Lai. He was convicted of
murdering at least 22 and was
sentenced to a life term. Subsequent
appeals reduced the term to 10 years
before he was freed on bail.
Gordon. Calley's attorney, told the
justices that Congress denied Calley his
constitutional rights by withholding
potential evidence.
The House Armed Services
Committee refused to let the defense
look at the results of its My Lai
hearings, comprising 3,045 pages of
testimony by 151 witnesses.
GORDON ARGUED that the
privilege claimed by Congress was
similar'to Nixon's claim of executive
privilege to withhold tapes and
documents wanted by the prosecution
in the Watergate cover-up trial.
"Never before in American history
has an accused encountered such
intense and continuous prejudicial
publicity" as Calley did, Gordon told
the court.
He also argued that Calley should
have been granted the right to call high
Defense Department officials,
including then Secretary of Defense
Melvin Laird as a witness. He said their
testimony was needed to rebut denials
by Army officers that they had been
influenced by their superiors to press
charges against Calley.

Fire

One of the exercises involving firemen at the fire
school held last weekend dealt with a propane gas
tree. The exercise tests the firemen's skill in getting
close enough to the tree to deal with the problem

The object is to spray a wall of water on it so a
fireman can get close enough to the tree to shut off a
valve "leaking the propane. (Newsphoto by Lance
Wynn)

Firefighters practice techniques
By Norma Stede
Staff Reporter
Fifteen hundred volunteer and
regular firemen from northwest Ohio
refreshed skills and practiced new
techniques al a two-day fire school at
the University last weekend.
Workshops and lectures were given
by experts in 15 different areas. Fire
fighters were able to select the areas
important to them or where they felt

they needed additional training.
Howard Rultcr. city fire chief, said.
"This is the 13th year we have held
the KhOOl," Rutter said. The school is
sponsored by the Northwestern Ohio
Volunteer Fireman's Association. The
program's form has remained basically
the same, but the content has changed
over the years, he said.
FOR EXAMPLE, fire fighters used
to work without sell-contained
breathing apparatus but the use of

plastics and other new construction
materials has made the sell-contained
gas mask a necessity, according to
Rutter.
More fire depart men Is arc becoming
involved in the ambulance business
and need training directed toward
rescuing and treating victims.
Mosl communities provide training
for volunteer fire fighters. Rutter said.
By law. volunteers must complete a
given number of training hours before
they receive certification, though this

kind of fire school is not mandatory,
he said.
City fire fighters must complete 200
hours of training within their first year
on the force. A five week training
course is given at the University four
or five limes a year, Rutter said.
In addition to this training, the
annual Ohio State Fire School is held
at the University in early September.
The week-long school usually attracts
professional fire fighters. Rutter said.

Cultural Boost debates donation options
By Rebecca Shoup
Staff Writer
A negative check-off billing system
to increase financial intake is being
considered by the University's Cultural
Boost committee.
Currently, students are mailed a
card during the summer requesting a
donation to Cultural Boost of $1 per
quarter or $3 for the year. Students
who marked the "yes" box are billed
the amount with their fall quarter fees.
The proposed negative check-off
system could raise as much as $30,000

for the committee, according to
Joseph E. Martini. Students would be
billed $3 if they marked either the
"yes" box or failed to mark the "no"
box.
ONLY THOSE STUDENTS
marking the "no" box could be
assured of not paying the $3 fee.
Mario G. Sansotta, Student
Government Association (SGA)
coordinator of cultural affairs and
Cultural Boost, said "the present
system is not working and not bringing
in enough money."
'The negative check-off would hurt

Rhodes' case deferred
COLUMBUS (AP) -- wary of a possible
precedent-settling decision, the Ohio
Controlling Board delayed action
yesterday on Gov. James A. Rhodes'
request for state payment of his
$77,000 legal bill in the Kent State
trial.
The Board voted 4-3 to defer the
request and ask Rhodes, his attorney
R. Brooke Alloway and former Atty.
Ger. Paul Brown for more information
concerning the state's role in Rhodes
defense.
"Because of the precedent-setting
nature of this decision..." said Sen.
Harry Meshel (D-Youngstown), in
making the motion, "he needs
something on which to go forward."
The three Republican board members
opposed the delay.

RHODES AND ALL other
defendants were found innocent last
August in a $46 million civil damage
suit stemming from the 1970 incident
when four Kent State students were
killed after national guardsmen opened
fire on demonstrators.
Alloway told the controllers Rhodes
hired him by verbal agreement in 1970
to undertake his defense. The
Columbus attorney said former Atty.
Gen. Brown's policy provided for state
officials to hire outside legal counsel
when they were sued as individuals,
with the understanding that the lawyer
could seek state reimbursement if the
case was won.
Alloway said he was informed by
current Atty. Gen. William J. Brown, a
Democrat, in March of 1975 that he
did not adhere to that policy.

only those students who did not read
their mail," he said, adding that
Cultural Boost docs not receive any
general fee allocation.
Martini said the decision must be
made as to which students would be
billed under the proposed system.
"YOU HAVE TO decide if everyone
should be billed or if you should
exclude evening students, commuters,
Firelands students, etc.," he said.
Martini said the negative check-off
system was a reasonable request and
entirely feasible but advised the group
to investigate other schools'
experience with the system. Ohio State
University considered such a system
three years ago.
The committee will ask SGA for
support before asking Dr. Richard R.
Eakin, vice provost of student affairs,
for approval and support. Eakin said
the plan must be approved by the
Board of Trustees and University
President Hollis A. Moore Jr.
Eakin said he is not in favor of this
plan to raise additional money and
would prefer retaining the current
system and actively campaigning for
more donations.
ALL STUDENTS donating to
Cultural Boost would be eligible for
ticket discounts for attractions
sponsored by the group. The student
validation card would indicate if a
donation to Cultural Boost has been
made.
With the increased revenue,
discounts could run as high as $2 but

usually would equal about $1,
Sansotla said.
Sansotta said Cultural Boost "caters
to a small group' of people, special
interest groups" and is not designed to
make profits from its productions.
Ballet, jazz ensembles and guest
speakers could be booked by Cultural
Boost if the check-off system were
adopted, he added.
Sansotta said this type of
entertainment currently cannot be
booked because the committee lacks
funds. The majority of the expected
donations would come from freshman,
he said.

Deadlines set
Students planning to vote in the
June 8 presidential primary
election must be registered to vote
by May 10. Deadline for
registration for the November
general election is October 4.
To register, a person must
request a registration form from
his home county board of
elections. Non-residents of Wood
County can also contact the Wood
County Board of Elections. 500
Lehman, which will forward
registration forms to the
applicant's home county.
Absentee ballots for both the
primary and the general elections
will be sent to voters living
outside their home counties.
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the groves of pedantry

eDITGRiaLS

WASHINGTON-lt's getting less
attention than the Bicentennial, but
1976 is also the 100th birthday of the
modern American university.
The motto of the state of Ohio says that, "With God, ail things are
Ceremonies commemorating the
possible."
occasion have recently been held at
But why isn't it possible for this institution, a state university, to
The Johns Hopkins University, a
give its students a day or two off to allow them to celebrate the
fitting place since The Hopkins is
Easter holiday?
thought by most historians of
education to be the first recognizably
It seems a bit unusual that the University can allow a three week
modern university.
break for Christmas and New Year's Day and a week for spring break
It bears the hallmarks. Prior to its
without consideration for Easter, the greatest Christian holiday. It is
foundation, the primary impetus for
even more ironic when one considers that most University students
higher education came from church
are Christian.
groups. Not surprising, since college
Granted, the University allows 24 hours of traveling time for
was regarded as a process of moral
students to return to school after the Easter holiday, thus providing
formation as much as anything else;
for a University excuse to students who have to miss classes, but
but The Hopkins was started by
most conscientious students don't like to sacrifice class time.
industrial capitalism, the fruits of
Even with that provision, no time off is allocated for students to
profit from the Baltimore and Ohio
attend Good Friday services.
Railroad.
AT THE HOPKINS the older aim of
True, Academic Council has an enormous job on its hands when it
training up civilized Christian
sits down to plan the academic schedule for an entire year, but it
gentlemen was dropped in favor of a
must look more closely at such holidays as Easter and Presidents'
primary emphasis on research. The
Day (another holiday the University didn't recognize) when they
Johns Hopkins University was the first
formulate the annual schedule.
institution to subordinate student
In doing so, they'll do the student body a great service.
needs to research demands by setting
up the departmental structure, now
universal in our higher education.
By doing away with the unitary
college by segmenting it into
specialized, departmental areas, the
The House of Representatives reportedly is ready to pass a bill
undergraduate was converted from the
allowing $135 million for influenza vaccinations which President
status of traditional student into what
Ford had requested for all Americans last month.
he is today, a potential recruit for a
But before Congress goes to such extremes to spend that much tax
higher degree. It was at The Hopkins
money, they should study the situation carefully and ask a few more
that the process of debasing the B.A.
questions.
into a useless kindergarten certificate
Granted, a disease of that type can be a serious hazard to the
was begun.
health and well-being of Americans, but there are only live isolated
In place of the B.A., the Ph.D. was
cases of the disease so far reported, all in New Jersey, according to a
imported from Germany and made the
prominent New Jersey doctor.
emblem of academic distinction. A
If that is the case, the President is overreacting to a disease
few doctorates had been granted at
Yale before The Hopkins began
that reached epidemic proportions in this country 60 years ago when
awarding them, but it was at this new
modem technology and adequate hospitals were in desparately short
place of learning in Baltimore that the
supply.
modem Ph.D. system was erected.
Why can't our Congressional leaders attach a rider to the bill
The system of publishing pedantic
stipulating the disease reach a certain level before the funds will be
puke or perishing was started at The
spent on antibiotic injections for all Americans or just simply wait on
Hopkins with the founding of the first
passing the bill until enough evidence is accumulated to insure that
university press and the appearance of
this much money and medicine is needed to fight the sickness.
The American Journal of Mathematics
It is refreshing to see Congressional representatives and the
in 1877.
President looking out for the good of all Americans, but they might
IN SHORT ORDER there were a
skillion similar printed spitoons for the
look a little more closely at a situation such as this before they move
effluvia of the professoriate. Within 25
ahead and loosely spend millions of tax dollars.
years of the founding of The Hopkins,
the Ph.D. system had already become
so pretentious, wasteful and inimical
''SPs''?'s"l'€'9l learning, it was being attacked
Where are the supervisors? "
'in1 exactly the same manner and for
the same reasons. Calling the new
Being a morning paper, the News works at night. So too, we are
system an "octopus,"' William James in
told, do the cleaning people'in University Hall. Sometimes you'd
1903 said the degree was "a sham, a
never know it.
bauble, a dodge whereby to decorate
News staffers spend quite a bit of time wandering the halls at
the catalogues of schools and colleges."
night, either to visit the pop and cigarette machines or making copy
Nevertheless, Harvard, where James
runs to our downtown shop.
taught, quickly aped The Johns
For quite some time now, we have also seen the maintenance
Hopkins system, but that alone
people in this building wasting time. Mind you, these are the people
doesn't account for the rapid spread of
we are paying by the hour to maintain our stately halls.
the Ph.D. and all that it has brought
In University Hall, we constantly see one person sitting on a bench
with it in the way of curriculum
working crossword puzzles as the timeclock ticks away. Another
standardization, grade point averages
leans against the tiled walls in an effort to hold up the building;
and the other burdensome
again, the clock continues to tick away.
characteristics of contemporary higher
education.
Service became so bad here we had to make a specific request to
The credit or the Name for
have the carpeting in our outer office vaccumed. Eventually, the
destroying the older education with its
night people were told not to clean our offices at all and a day
emphasis on individualism, humane
person, hard-working Nettie, was assigned to do the cleaning.
studies and moral purpose goes to
Other staff members cite instances in dorms or other class
corporate capitalism, specifically
buildings of workers wasting time while we pay for their services at
Andrew Carnegie and John D.
no small cost, either.
Rockefeller.
Without becoming redundant, may we ask again, where are the
Both of them set up gigantic
supervisors?
educational charitable trusts which

don't overlook easter

Nicholas
von Hoffman

dispensed money on the condition
that colleges and universities change
themselves to fit a new natiooal
system of interchangeable academic
parts.
CARNEGIE, FOR example,
demanded that the chairman of every
department be a Ph.D. It's also
noteworthy that Carnegie insisted that
religiously affiliated schools cut their
church ties as a condition for receiving
money.
Thus it is an occasion for smirking
when modern day corporate givers
complain about the immorality of the

contemporary university. It probably
would have happened anyway, but the
impact of the Carnegie-Rockefeller is
not only a crystalline example of the
political power of tax-exempt
charitable money, it also shows how
closely higher education was designed
by and is run for the needs of
corporate capitalism.
In recent decades the costs have
grown so large that not even the
Rockefellers can pick up the tab
anymore, so the financial
responsibility has shifted over to the
government. What's worth mentioning,
though, is that the system has
remained absolutely as it was 75 or
.100 years ago..
It's hard to think of any other
major institution that has been as
rigidly impervious to any change. The
student complaints of the last decade
have had absolutely no effect on the
administration and organization of the
university.
NOR HAVE THE budget cuts of

ft
54

the "70s. No University has seriously^
asked itself whether it might be able to:
do the same job or a better one for less- <
money by reorganizing itself.
>
The general response of the higher t
education industry to budget cuts has
been to stigmatize people like Ronald '
Reagan, who propose them, as <
reactionaries. Either that or they jack ,
up the tuition while continuing to give
their student customers an increasingly '
shabby product.
The waste, the slorh. the sloppy .
laziness, and the pointless prodigalityin American higher education is art
open scandal and has been for several
decadM. The costs in ignorance and |
money and time are borne by the; ,
students, their parents and the general
public, all of whom are cheated, and
that's the way it's going to stay while
outfits like the Russell Sage (
Foundation, the 20th Century Fund:
and the Rockefeller Foundation!'
finance colloquia on new directions"
and dimensions for education.
:,

hold the injections

get it in gear

let's play volleyball
By Michael J. O'Neal
Teaching Fellow
Department of English

Guest Columnist
Someone has to step forward and
voice a word of protest over the S9.6
million recreation facility soon to be
built; I guess 111 be the sucker.
Now let's all make sure from the
start that we're discussing the same
issue. The issue here is not one of
physical fitness itself, and I want to
make it clear that I'm not trying to
undermine the need for sound bodies.
But what is at issue here is priorities;
in an era of debilitating inflation, high
costs for energy and supplies, faculty
cutbacks, and state legislatures, who
turn the other way. spending this
much money (and does anyone really
believe that two years from now the
figure will still be $9.6 million?) on a
place to play volleyball is an absurdity.
Let's examine some facts.
First, anyone who wants to remain
physically fit has plenty of
opportunities to do so without a bag
of fancy and costly equipment.
Granted, the weather in BG can be
natty, but that does not seem to stop
dozens of joggers that I see each day.
nor those who work out on the weights
and tramps that are in several of the
dorms.
No, let's be honest. Board of
Regents; let's can the platitudes about
physical fitness being a "vital part of
every student's education" and admit

that the recreation facility will be just
another playground for those who
don't feel like studying at the
moment, and that those truly
committed to physical fitness can find
their own ways.

Xeroxing, and the like. Other
departments are no doubt in the same
fix. But so what? Let's close the
department and go play volleyball
instead.
Get my point. Board of Regents?
You've made a colossal goof. Instead
of committing yourselves to education
of the mind- and that's the raison
d'etre of a university--you've
squandered our money on an
expensive toy in a time when someone
up there has to stand firm on the goals
of a university education. The
euphoric expansion of the 60's is gone,
but only James Shocknessy had the
guts to voice a weak objection-and
lacked the puts to say no.
I know, I know, students will pay
for the toy out of their own
pockets--the same students,
by
the way. who are the first to grumble

*\M WHAT??"

Lerrers
dog opinion

Never fear, Thomas Kreneck, you
are not alone. Your observation of the
problems created by loose dogs is an
accurate one. and there are many,
many of us on campus who share your
feelings. And you did not even
mention one other aspect-that there
are some dogs who bite. (I am
speaking from experience, as my little
boy was bitten by a loose dog in
November.)
No one would ever dispute the fact
that dogs are beautiful creaiures. and
that many of them are very good
friends to humans. However, the facts
which Mr. Kreneck brought out are
also true-there are too many feces on
campus, the noise is often unbearable,
some dogs are quite aggressive in
greeting strangers.
As for the ridiculous letter written
by C. Peters, it does not logically
follow that "exterminators rid the
sidewalks of ants and spiders" or that
"the city cut down all the trees" or
that "a huge 100 foot brick wall be
placed all around the campus" just
because one requests mat more care be
taken with the dog problem.
And it certainly does not follow
that a person who sees the reality of
dog problems (in particular, feces)
"cannot appreciate other forms of
life", or that he/she would "flag down
a Policeman and tell him to stop his
'do-nothing' policy by killing the
animal". These are silly, emotional
statements which do not have validity,
and which have little to do with the
fact that there are some problems on
the BGSU campus created by loose
dogs.

LET'S GET back to the issue of
priorities.
The reference room at the library
has not bought one new book (other
than serials such as the Reader's
Guide) since last July. Why? No
money. But by gosh, we can go play
volleyball instead.
The rare books room in the library
operates on a pittance, lacking money
for acquisitions, for cleaning the place
out so that it would be a decent place
to work in, and for restoring and
maintaining the few treasures it has.
We can always find a place to exercise
our bodies, but how can we ever
replace irreplaceable works by
historians, poets, and philosophers?
But to hell with rare books, let's go
play volleyball instead.
Many of the junior faculty at this
university, those fortunate to still have
jobs, live on subsistence
salaries-salaries which are probably
supposed to be "commensurate with
qualifications and experience." But do
they and their families care? Why no,
because they're finally going to have a
place to play volleyball.

and groan about the high cost of
education.

crossed

1 have an idea though; let's each
take S27 (and does anyone really
believe that in two years that figure
will be the same?) go to the library,
and say "here, library, buy a
book-one that might further my
education." Think of it. Fifteen
thousand new books. But that would
be an atrocity, for we'd have an acute
shortage of volleyball nets.

THE ENGLISH department has run
out of funds to pay for office supplies,

Well, I'm feeling a bit frustrated;
think 111 go play some volleyball.

It has come to my attention that
there is a definite communication lag
between Parking Services and the
Bursar. Allow me to present my case.
My car was parked in a metered
lot next to Kreisher Dormitory. I was
visiting some friends. When I came
outside to drive home, my car was not
parked at the meter I had parked it at.
I did not panic. I called Parking
Services. Yes, they had towed a car
away not too long ago, my car! I was
instructed to secure a release from a

Beth Weinberger
1445 Clough No.206

signals

Mr. Melvin Jones, Department
Supervisor of Parking Services.
Certainly this was a misunderstanding,
one that needed cleared up if I were
ever to see my car again.
Talking to Mr. Melvin Jones,
Department Supervisor of Parking
Services. I was to learn of his .nistake.
1 discovered that unpaid parking
violations are sent to the Bursar. The
Bursar ihen bills you for those
violations. I had paid my violations
February 27.
Mr. Melvin Jones, Department
Supervisor of Parking Services never
took the time or effort to find this
out. He ordered my car to be towed
away one sunny Thursday afternoon
March 11 while it was parked at a
meter. He does not find out his boner
until 1 came to his office to secure a
release for my car.
1 tried to be understanding as I
talked To Mr. Melvin Jones,
Department Supervisor of Parking
Services. I was treated with kindness
and understanding while I was at his
office. We went over the details
together. He phoned the Bursar and
discovered I had paid my violations
two weeks prior to his mistake.
Oh I was given my release, and I
thanked him for his time. 1 was told
that that was his job, and I literally
received a pat on the back as I left his
office. Since I had my car release I
thought all my trouble lay behind me.
Oh how sadly mistaken 1 was!
Upon arriving at the place where my
car was being held, 1 was informed by
the attendant that I was to pay $15.00
for Mr. Melvin Jones the department
supervisor of Parking Services
boo-boo. The attendant pointed out'to
me a "note" printed at the bottom of
my car release. It simply stated that
my car was subject to a towing charge.
Surely this did not apply to me since
this whole situation was a mistake. I
did not get mad because 1 thought that
a simple local phone call would solve
this minor problem. Well 1 called Mr.
Melvin Jones the department
supervisor of Parking Services.
Guess what? Give up? I'm out
$15.00! Why? Because it is not Mr.
Melvin Jones, Department Supervisor
of Parking Services responsibility. Who
in God's name responsibility is it?
Mine, I had paid my violations two
weeks ago. Hollis Moore's
responsibility, 1 guess not. The wicked
witch of the West, hardly is it her
fault.

•!

i.

The most logical suspect would still *
be good old Melvin. but not according-,
to him. Ah the plot thickened, and 1^
stepped right into it and can't scrape it
off the bot torn of my shoe.
I'm sure you noticed thai 1 have
tried to draw anenlion to the fact that;"
Melvin is the department supervisory
I've had a definite reason. A,
department supervisor is the
responsible authority of having a car'
towed at the owners expense. Than
person should be aware of exactly,
what is happening in his particular^
department. Obviously authority
should be given only to those peoplewho can handle the responsibility that,
the position dictates. Well Melvin your
Tonka toys and trucks are on the way,"
don't break them.
'
Oh. by the way, I graduated in
August of last year. Hey how about*
that; I'm still getting the shaft everi'
though I'm out. At least you're^
consistent Melvin. keep up the good
work.
:«
Wayne Price,
803 5th Sti.
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day in review
Front Associated Press Reports
HOWARD HUGHES the phintom
financier who ruled a business empire
valued at more than $2 billion from a
series of secret hideaways, died yesterday
en route to a hospital in Houston.
Hughes, 70, was being flown from
Acapulco, Mexico, where he had lived
since early February.
A hospital spokesman said Hughes was
being rushed to the hospital for treatment
when he died. He said he had no further
information to release.
Hughes built a family oil-drilling-bit
business into a diversified complex that
over the years included manufacturing of
planes, heliocopters, spacecraft and
electronics devices. He produced movies
and owned studios, owned airlines and
became a major economic force in
Nevada with purchase of hotels, casinos,
land and mines valued at $300 million.
THREE DEMOCRATIC candidates, in
the final countdown to another primary
day, spent yesterday trying to parlay
their pre-election predictions into
post-election claims of success, whatever
the actual results.
Sen. Henry M. Jackson was in New
York, where he has predicted victory as
part of his strategy to sweep the
Northeast industrial states. Rep. Morris
K. Udall and Jimmy Carter did their
last-minute campaigning in Wisconsin,
scene of today's other primary.
Both Udall and Carter say they will
win in Wisconsin and polls there indicate
a close race between the two. with the
former Georgia governor holding a slight
lead in the latest. Carter has said that if
he wins in Wisconsin and finishes a strong
second in New York, he could be
unbeatable.
Udall, who has not yet won a primary,
needs a victory in Wisconsin and a good
showing in New York to begin overtaking
the early momentum Carter built by
winning five of the first six Democratic
contests.
THE WHITE HOUSE said yesterday
there is no effort to case Henry A.
Kissinger out as secretary of state despite
a statement by President Fotd's campaign
manager that Kissinger may resign this
year.
Ford's press secretary, Ron Nessen.
was asked if Kissinger has indicated he
might not want to serve if the President is
elected to a full four-year term. "Not that
I know of," he replied.
Rogers C.B. Morton, former House
member, former secretary of the interior
and of commerce, told a private meeting
with California Republicans Saturday
that the secretary "is getting toward the
end of a long political career" and may
resign before next year.
At the State Department yesterday,
spokesman Robert L. Funseth said after
discussing reports of Morton's remarks
with Kissinger: "The President has stated
many times he would like the secretary of
state to remain on as long as he remains
President."
Ford and Kissinger met for 50 minutes
yesterday, after which the secretary
declined substantive comment, saying he
did not know what Morton had said
about him.
Former California Gov. Ronald
Reagan, Ford's only major rival for the
Republican presidential nomination, has
sought to make Kissinger a campaign
issue, saying he would not retain the
secretary in his Cabinet.
JAMES CALLAGHAN, Britain's
lorcign secretary and a moderate who
favors strong ties with the United States,
was chosen by fellow Laborites as
Britain's prime minister yesterday.
He then accepted Queen Elizabeth IPs
formal offer to serve by kissing her hand.
He was driven from Buckingham Palace

to 10 Downing Street in a quiet transfer
of power.
Callaghan earlier promised the Labor
members of Parliament who chose him as
their leader to forget past domestic
political battles and "wipe the slate
clean," but warned rival Labor factions
not to "foist their views on the party as a
whole."
Callaghan's victory over radical
left-wing Employment Secretary Michael
Foot to replace the retiring Harold Wilson
foreshadowed wary, safety-first policies
for Britain.
The nation is beset by acute problems
of inflation, a declining currency,
unemployment, and grinding civil strife in
Northern Ireland.
Callaghan won 176 of the votes cast by
313 of the 317 Labor members of the
House of Commons eligible to participate
in the ballot.
EGYPTIAN PRESIDENT Anwar Sadat
says he canceled the Soviet navy's rights
to use Egyptian ports when he terminated
the 15-year Soviet-Egyptian friendship
treaty last month.
His statement at a news conference
Sunday confirmed earlier reports that the
Soviet navy's rights to use the
Mediterranean ports at Port Said,
Alexandria and Matruh had been ended.
Sadat said the friendship treaty was
canceled because the Soviets were putting
pressure on Egypt by refusing to let India
provide spare parts for Soviet arms
previously supplied to Egypt.
Sadat also expressed concern that the
Kremlin might be planning to set up bases
in Libya and said he believed the Soviets
might supply the Libyan regime of Col.
Moammar Khadafy with $11 billion in
amis.
"I'm not afraid of Khadafy, but if the
Soviet Union obtains ,i base in Libya 111
have to reconsider my thinking," Sadat
said.
THE SUPREME COURT yesterday
agreed to decide whether a police officer
who is required to carry a weapon at all
times may be sued under the federal Civil
Rights Act for firing his pistol while off
duty.
The court announced it will hear
arguments next fall on the appeal of
Columbus Policeman Raymond Belcher
from a federal court jury's verdict
ordering him to pay $831,000 damages as
a result of a shooting in a Corwnbus eafe,
Jimmie's Cafe, on March I, 1973.
Belcher was sued by Casey D. Stengel,
who was wounded, and the heirs of
Michae Noe and Robert Ruff, who were
killed by bullets fired by the off-duty
officer.
The jury based the award on its
findings that the policeman was acting in
his official capacity. Belcher disputed
this, saying he did not identify himself as
a policeman or attempt to make an arrest.
Belcher was out of uniform at the time.
COLLEGE STUDENTS will spend
more than $7,000 each next year to
attend some of the nation's leading
private institutions, according to a survey
released by the College Entrance
Examination Board.
The cost of tuition alone will exceed
$4,000 for the first time at many schools
next year, the board said in a report
issued last weekend.
The report said that total annual costs,
which include room, board and expenses
in addition to tuition, will increase from
five to 12 per cent at individual colleges
and universities.
Tuitions for the fall term already set
and announced include $4,400 at Yale,
$4,300 at Princeton, $4,275 at Stanford,
$4,270 at Brown, $4,110 at Cornell,
$4,150 at the Massachusetts Institute of
Technology and $4,000 at Columbia.

Placement interviews set
Sign up for non-school
schedules will be 7:30-8:30
a.m. tomorrow and 4-5 p.m.
Thursday for school
schedules. Sign up will be in
the Forum, Student Services
BJdg. A data sheet must be
turned in at the time of
sign-up.
Requests for
standardization in resumes
and data sheets has
prompted the placement
office to require those
signing up for interviews to
complete a standard
placement office data sheet
for each organization with
which that person wishes to
interview.
BUSINESS
April IS
Union Carbide, Fostoria.
Ohio. Ac countants

B/Accounting. Production
Control B/Business.
April 19
Maryland Casualty.
Cancelled.
Bankers Life and
Casualty. Insurance agent:
B/any major.

April 21
Action/Peace Corp/Vista.
Citizenship required. Areas
needed: business, education,
nursing, industrial education
and technology, home
economics, Romance
languages, math, science,
geology, music.
April 22
Act i o n / P • i c e
Corps/Vista. Same as above.
Adult Parole Authority,
Cm/enship required. Parole
officers and investigators: B

Values conference
to feature seminars
''Toward A More
THE CONFERENCE will
Humanistic Vocation" will
open with an address by Dr.
be the theme of the second
Roger L. Ptak, associate
annual Values Day professor of physics, on
Conference tomorrow at the "Scientific Humanism," at
University
10:30 a.m. in the Main
The day-long conference, Auditorium, University
sponsored by Faculty Hall.
Senate, will include
Seminars featuring
seminars, a panel discussion faculty members,
and a keynote address by administrators. University
Virginia Smith, director of graduates and students will
the Fund for the be held from II a.m.-noon
Improvement of Secondary and 4-5 p.m.
Education in Washington,
Headquarters for the
DC on "The Liberal Arts conference will be in the
and Vocationalism: The False Taft Room, Union.
Dichotomy."
Additional information and
According to Dr. Ramona program agenda will be
T. Cormier, professor of available there. All sessions
philosophy and a are open to students,
co-director of the faculty and the public, the
conference, the objective is only limit being the
to bring both humanities capacity of the meeting
and sciences together.
rooms.

TUESDAY'S SPECIAL

0*mt»^^0***

FOR RENT
*

i

818 7th St. &
707 6th St. Apts.
2 Bedroom 1 '/a bath
dishwashers

* Fall rates - 4 people - *75/person/month j
I
Summer rates $120/ apt.
t
1

For more information
call 352-1476
anytime
>*<l*l> l»l>l><l>*»»l><> ■>»»«»*««!>»■>.><,«»«<,««»<»^<H>»I>»«.>

UNIVERSITY VILLAGE APTS.
UNIVERSITY COURTS APTS.
NOW LEASING FOR FALL RENTALS
^ STADIUM, LIBRARY. SHOPPING, MOVIE THEATERS £
I"
AND RESTERAUNTS
^

?

CALL FOR AN APPOINTMENT

>

J
J

OR STOP AT 235 MERCER
(LAST BUILDING SOUTH ON MERCER)

J
>
S

352-0164

I

DOG-N-SUDS
PARTY

30 % off
PRINT COTTEN
SCARVES30% off
I
j

SUMMER KNIT SLEEPWEAR
(Long Gown - Baby Doll)
30 % off

j
|

EARTH BORN SHAMPOO
Reg.$1.79-Tues.$.99

! THE POWDER PUFF !
525 RIDGE

NOW
LEASING

PHONE
352-5163
(Spacial Summer Rates
Avallabla '300 for Sumrwor)

CONKLIN

7:30 - ?
All Interested
men welcome

TUtS. OPEN TILL 9:00 pM.

• Natural Gai Heat. Wator.
Sewage, Trash Removal
All Paid By Landlord.
• Tonant Pays Only Electric

tipmm

April 23
Fulton County Schools.
Wauseon, Ohio. Learning
disabilities only.

SIGMA NU RUSH

COTTON HATS
(revtrsable)

• Fro* Cab lovision

532 EAST WOOSTER
352-3551

April 21
Greenhills-Forest Park
Schools, Cincinnati, Ohio.
All areas.
Forest Hills Local School
District. Elementary:
elementary education. K-5.
Secondary: science
(earth-physical/life), home
economics, industrial arts.
Spanish/German
combination, general
science/physics.

April 22
Forest Hills Local School
District. Same as above.
Willard City Schools,
Willard, Ohio. Citizenship
required. Secondary:
Librarian, business
education, math.
Elementary: elementary
education: Special
Education: learn,
disabilities.

BU£!!lli!l!i!lQli!l^^

KNIT TOPS
30 % off

■k Central Air Conditioning
• Washer/Dryer in building

CRUSTY'S 1,^75

April 19
Fort Frye Local School
District, Beverly. Ohio.
Secondary: Comprehensive
science, instructional music
(includes marching band),
guidance counselor, English

(limit three). Special
Education: B/elemcntary
reading, elementary EMR.

wSVVVWV
■■-v.v.\\v.v.\w.\\v.v.v.v.v.-.v.v:

• Furnished
• 2 bedroom

9:00 P.M. TILL CLOSING
MON.TUES. WED.

SCHOOLS

GOVERNMENT

For Sept. 9 month lease
available at
*240 per month
Located at 824 6th St.
include

HAPPY HOURS

or M/psyetiology. sociology,
political science, social work
or any related field.
Social Security.
Citizenship required. Claims
representative: B/any major.

I

'

EN

Com* ovor and meat the brothers
and their Little Slssos. Find out what
advantages Greek Life can offer.

THE BROTHERS OF

TAU KAPPA EPSILON
CONGRATULATE
THEIR NEW OFFICERS
AND COMMITTEE CHAIRMEN
PRESIDENT
VICE-PRESIDENT
SECRETARY
TREASURER
ASST. TREASURER
HISTORIAN
CHAPLAIN
ASSOCIATE MEMBER
EDUCATOR
SENIOR ADVISOR
RUSH CHAIRMAN
SOCIAL CHAIRMAN
FORMAL CHAIRMAN
KITCHEN STEWARD

JOE WILSON
ALAN NIEBES
MIKE K A YE
TOM FALVEY
BOB KINZIG
MIKE LINDHORST
JIM FLUCKINGER
ED SPRINGER
STEVE JAVORNIK
STEVE HOOK
MARK PAPE
TOM GOOD
JIM FLUCKINGER

AND SPECIAL CONGRATULATIONS TO
TO OUR 1975-76 SWEETHEART LESLIE BISHOP
OUR 1975-76 TOP TEKE JIM HOOKER AND OUR
NEW CHAPTER ADVISOR DR LARRY WILLS. THANKS
TO THE OLD OFFICERS FOR A JOB WELL DONE
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Scholarships available
Applications now are
available for the Frazier
Ream Scholarship awards,
granted to rising seniors
with a 3.2 accumulative
grade point average or
better.
Five $1,000 scholarship
grants annually are awarded
to qualifying students who
plan careen in broadcasting,
journalism, political or
governmental services,
public health, community
or other public service areas.
In addition to the
application, up to five
recommendations may be

submitted as well as a
portfolio of the students'
work, which will be
returned.
THE PORTFOLIO may
include broadcast (apes,
publication clippings,
campaign work or class
requirements which show
the applicant's involvement
in community affairs.
A written statement of
no more than 1,000 words
on the role of an educated
citizen in today's society
should accompany the
application.

Applications and further
information are available
from the political science,
journalism, broadcasting,
and health and community
services offices. Deadline for
applications, recommendations and portfolios is April
23.
There has been a
surprisingly low number of
applicants in the past,
according to Jim Ladd.
executive director of the
University Foundation. "We
are encouraging anyone who
feels qualified and involved

TWO YEARS AFTER
THE YOM KIPPUR WAR

ISRAEL -

in public service to apply,"
he said.
*

FELLOWSHIP applicants
will be reviewed by a
member of the Reams
family, Ladd and three
faculty members, including
Dr. Jay J. Black, assistant
professor of journalism, Dr.
Gerald Rigby, professor of
political science and Dr.
Singer Buchanan, associate
professor of speech.
Ten semi-finalists will be
chosen and may be
interviewed before final
selections are made, Ladd
said.
The winners and their
parents will be notified by
May 7 and presentations
will be made at a luncheon
on May 21.
The scholarships are paid
from the interest of a
$105,000 gift, made in
1973 to the President's Club
of the In I versity
Foundation by Mrs. Frazier
Reams, Sr. in memory of
her husband.

The Jewish Students Group presents Joanne Rubin, a TU
Law student recently returned from a visit to Israel, who
will present an informal slide-lecture presentation on her
impressions of her trip.

Wednesday. April 7th.

7:30 pm.
Faculty Lounge off Union

The gift constitutes the
largest single cash donation
made to the Foundation by
a private source.

WFAL
PROUDLY PRESENTS

the ELEVENTH hour
exclusively for your listening pleasure
now playing
every MON - THURS on
680 am
Don't Miss This \Afeeks
'Ear-raising Selections
TUES: Genesis * A Trick of the Tail Cnew Ip)
WED: Dave Mason •'its Like You Never Left'
THURS: John Denver*'Greatest Hits'

local briefs
ODfC application
Applications for Omicron Delta Kappa, a leadership
honorary, are now available for all interested students in
room 405, Student Services, Bldg. Applications must be
relumed to 309 Kappa Sigma House by 5 p.m.
Wednesday, April '4.

Language lectures
Dr. Moira McKenzie, warden of the Centre for
Language in Primary Education in London, England, will
present three public lectures tomorrow.
At 9 a.m. she will discuss the British open primary
schools and at 10:30 a.m. will speak on language
acquisition and development. Both lectures will be given
in 231 Education Bldg.
From 1-3 p.m. she will discuss beginning reading and
language in 217 Education Bldg.

Induction held
■

Thirty-four University
students, including six men,
were
(rpped for
' membership in Mortar
Board Wednesday morning.
This it the first time
Mortar Board hat admitted
men at members. The
national organization voted
last October to admit men.
Dr. Agnes L. Hooley,
profestor of physical
education and recreation.
was tapped for honorary
membership, based on
achievements on the state
and national level.
Mortar Board is a
national senior honor
society which recognizes
college students who have
excelled scholastlcalry and
demonstrated outstanding
leadership and service.
MEMBERS

INDUCTED

in the ceremony were:
David J. Conte, Janet L.
Cordaro. Kithryn A.
Richards. Donna E. Wallace.
Rebecca A. Bohlmann,
Christine E. Stettner, Tara
E. Jones, Anne M. Binder,
Martha A. Wacker, Ted E.
Barber. Mary Kay Murphy,
Cynthia D. Okuly, Susan D.
Chorman. Martha J. Mauter,
Marie L. Behm, Barbara B.
Brecknock, Lisa M. Venner,
Jill A. Kercher. Lois A.
Jenkins, Donald L.
Anspaugh. Betsy L. Clogg.
Karen S. Weber, Kristine M.
Ferguson, Lynn E. Lavery.
Gwendolyn K. Parks, Donna
J. Saam, James E. Fisher.
Deborah A. Wisebaker, Jon
S. Shinaberry, Beverly G.
Miller, Joan S. Vogt.
Kriemhild Omelas, Paul D.
Sibberson and Norma E.
Steele.

Troubles still affecting nation
despite end of Teamster's strike
By The Associated Press
Trucks, school buses, cars and cabs got caught up in
labor troubles across the nation yesterday.
Despite the end of the Teamsters' strike, truckers in
Michigan faced isolated sniper fire and pickets continued to
disrupt the auto industry.
In San Francisco, where a strike by city craft unions has
shut down city transit since last Wednesday, school buses
became involved in the troubles, catching parents and school
children by surprise, and a cab company pulled its taxis off
the streets in an unrelated labor dispute.
Mayor George Moscone said he had no "good news"
early yesterday after a bargaining session in the city strike
broke up. The talks were to resume later yesterday.

TECHNICIANS continued their strike against the NBC
network, meanwhile, asking prominent women involved in
the network's "Women of theYear" awards special on
television Thursday to boycott it. Among them was First
Lady Betty Ford but the White House said later that Mrs.
Ford had not been -ontacied and thus would not respond
to such a request.
Some of the picketing in Detroit apparently resulted
from confusion about the end of the Teamsters' strike, but
other pickets said they were dissident union members who
objected to the proposed pact reached over the weekend
with the autor industry.
Police reported a' least four instances of gunfire Sunday
night in Detroit, with two trucks disabled. No one was
injured.

ATTENTION
EDUCATION
MAJORS

DELTA SIGMA PI
CONGRATULATES
ITS NEW MEMBERS
{ BOB McGREW DON SMITH
J DAVEPUMPA JERRY SHUPE
M
!n? DEBUE BRUMFIELD
*
srevr COCHLAN
£
CINDY HAVENS
■k RANDI WRIOHT TOM FALVEY*

APPLICATION FOR STUDENT
TEACHING, WINTER. 1977
MONDAY, APRIL 12, 1976
ORAND BALLROOM
ii

Students planning to student teach during Winter,
1977 should attend one of the meetings that will be
held every hour, the first meeting beginning at 1 pm
end the last et 5 pm. Applications will be distributed,
and supervisors will be available to help students with
questions camming student teaching stations.

***************

APPLICATIONS
NOW AVAILABLE
for all S.G.A. Boards and Committees. Pick up applications in Room
405 Student Services any time between 8:00 - 4:30 starting
Wednesday, April 7. Deadline is Friday, April 16.
BOARDS
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Orientation Bd.
Charities Bd.
Organizations Bd.
Spirit & Traditions Bd.
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Academic Affairs Bd.
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Ice Arena Advisory
Athletics
Health Service Advisory
University Parking
Academic Honesty
Bookstore Advisory
Cultural Events
Computing Activities
Instructional Media
Center Advisory
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Long range Financial Planning
Faculty Advisory
Publications
Student Financial Aids
University Union Advisory
Honors & Awards
Experimental Studies
Broadcast Policy
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Every TUesday night
is Family Night at
Ponderosa.
In case you didn't know, Tuesday night is very special at Ponderosa Steak House.
It's Family Night. (From 4 P.M. till closing.)
The night you can get a sizzling Rib-eye steak dinner (or chopped beef dinner) with
baked potato, tasty salad and a roll with butter. At a very special price.
So come lo Ponderosa Tuesday night. Family Night.
All for '1.49

PONDEROSA STEAK BOOSE
SQUARE MEAL - SQUARE DEAL

1544 E. WOOSTER
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Who will be the next president of theU S?
BylamSfcttewslrJ
Edhori.1 Editor

Gerald R. Ford

Henry M. Jackson

Morris K.Udall

Ronald Reagan

It's April, and only seven months
and 93 pre sidential candidates from
now the people of the United States
will have elected a President to help
America through some of Its roughest
times.
But who will that next President
be? Who will be looked on by all as
the band strikes up "Hail to the
Chief?" Who will be elected to lead the
country into its third century?
Only time, two dozen more
primaries and two political
conventions will tell.
The candidate who has emerged as
the front-runner in the race so far is
incumbent Gerald R. Ford,
campaigning for the presidency for the
first time.
SINCE HE took office In 1974,
Ford's down-home image has won him
a considerable
following,
uncharacteristic of a Republican in
these post Water gate days.
Many of the President's opponents,
especially fellow Republican Ronald
Reagan, have made an issue of alleged
diminishing military strength and
ineffective handling of foreign affairs,
including the recent reportedly poor
performance of Secretary of State
Henry A. Kissinger.
Despite the repeated attacks, Ford
is doing well and has convincingly
captured all the state primaries except
North Carolina, where he was defeated
by Reagan with a S2-46 per cent tally.
Helping Ford's cause is his Arm
stand with Congress, on whom he has
forced vetoes and compromises. His
plans for energy conservation,
rejuvenation of the economy and
lowering the government spending
ceiling despite opposition from Capitol
Hill have helped him collect votes
from both the left and the right.
PERHAPS HIS greatest asset,
however, is his incumbency.
Campaigning for President as President
has won elections for Ford's
predecessors and the President's
campaign workers hope it can do the
same for Ford.
Thus far. the president is ahead of
all opponents in Gallup, Harris and BG
News polls.
Locally, the President's popularity
is rated far above that of any other
candidate, althaigh the recent nplj.
taken by the News seemed to indicate
that the only reason Ford was the
choice of the students was simply
because there was no one else acceptable in the running.
Not far behind Ford, on the
Democratic side, is former Georgia
Gov. Jimmy Carter.
SO FAR, Carter has succeeded in
compiling the most impressive set of
Democratic victories.
He has chalked up primary victories
in Florida and North Carolina, at one
time solidly committed to George C.
Wallace, and in Illinois, New
Hampshire and Vermont.
Carter also finished first in
Democratic precinct caucuses in Iowa
and nearly upset hometown favorite
Fred Harris in Oklahoma. He lost by
little more than one-tenth of a per
cent.

Much of Carter's appeal comes from
his image as a common peanut farmer
with a broad, constant smile, splashed
across the country on television, in
newspapers and in satirical editorial
cartoons.
ONE OF THE things that has gotten
Carter into a great deal of trouble
lately is his obvious evasiveness in
dealing with controversial issues.
His limited discussion of the issues,
though, has not lost him many votes
yet. His personality, which many say is
reminiscent of the late John F.
Kennedy, has aided him in small towns
and rural areas.
In the polls, Carter has not fared
particularly well, but the results of the
primaries have more than made Up fo'
less than enthusiastic poll support.
His real strength will be tested
today in primaries in New York and
Wisconsin. He is expected to finish
either second or third in both.
Giving Carter the most competition
for the Democratic nomination is
Washington Sen. Henry M. "Scoop"
Jackson.

News analysis
ALTHOUGH THE senator so far
has been forced to run in the shadows
of Carter, he has not lagged far behind
and in fact, has run strong enough to
capture victories in the Massachusetts
primary and the Alaskan precinct
caucuses.
Although Jackson is handicapped
because he is not well-known to voters
outside political and Congressional
circles, he has managed to accumulate
a following because of his stand
against the Soviets. His liberal stature
has won him Massachusetts and may
come through for him today in the
New York primary.
In order for him to be a serious
front-runner, he must make a more
concerted effort to promote his
platform.
Don't forget-George McGovern ran
well in Massachusetts in 1972. but that
was the only state he won against
Richard M. Nixon.
Former California Gov. Ronald
Reagan has also had some success on
the campaign trail as the only major
Republican candidate to challenge
Ford, although his success isn't as
great as originally anticipated.
The only primary Reagan managed
to win was'North Carolina, but he
came within a few percentage points
of victory in New Hampshire.
THE NORTH Carolina victory was
attributed to a statewide television
attack on President Ford and Reagan's
campaigning on a hard line against the
President.
Campaigning on the principle that
America should no longer take a back
seat to the Soviets, Reagan has again
taken to the television air waves to
oppose Ford in the Wisconsin race.
To be even marginally successful
against the incumbent, he is going to
have to move toward a middle of the
road stance, something Ford has
already done with a great deal of
success. But for Reagan that isn't easy.
He has taken stands for increased
law
and
orJer
and
increased military activity here and

The candidates on the issues
FOREIGN POLICY
Ronald Reagan
"We can afford to be second to no
one in military strength, not because
we seek war, but because we want to
insure peace. With the stakes as high cs
they are, to be second is to be last, and
that invites war."
George Wallace
Advocates "overhauling our foreign
policy so that we will end the constant
blunders of the last 25 years. A policy
that would build a will to resist among
our allies. Negotiations without
confrontations but never fall prey to
peace at any price."
Eugene McCarthy
"Our foreign policy should be an
extension of our domestic national
commitments and .irengths. There is
our economic potential to produce all
that is required to meet the needs of
our own people and beyond that, to
help people of other nations to
improve their standard of living. In
roughly 23 years since the Korean
War, the order of values in our foreign
policy has been military first, then
economic and material, and only In
the last position, conceptions of
individual rights and of society. The
emphasis must be reversed."
Morris Udall

"The U.S. can no longer impose Its
will on the international community
after consultations with only its major
allies. The increasing dependence of
the industrialized world on the

developing world and the shrinking
margin of error In management of the
global environment, will require that
the nations of the third and fourth
worlds be drawn as partners into the
decisions of the industrial/ted
community. Better proceedures and
new organizations for international
decision making will be required. This
will be a frustrating and unrewarding
effort at first, but It Is essential."
Gerald Ford
"Just as America's will for peace is
second to none, so will America's
strength be second to none."
Jimmy Carter
"A stable world order cannot
become a reality when people of many
nations of the world suffer mass
starvation; when the countries with
capital and technology belligerently
confront other nations for the control
of raw materials and energy sources;
when open and discriminatory trade
has become the exception rather than
the rule; when there are no established
arrangements for supplying the world's
food and energy nor for governing,
control and development of the seas
and when there are no effective efforts
to deal with population explosions or
environmental quality."
Fred Harris
"I'd envision a foreign policy that
tried to live by what we say
domestlcally-that there ought to be
widespread diffusion of economic and
political power. Then I would say the

abroad. Those ideas have made him
popular with the older conservatives.
GEORGE WALLACE, meanwhile,
has lost most of the pizazz that won
him acclaim in 1968 and 1972.
The formerly hard-nosed
conservative, sometimes accused of
bigotry, has softened up this year, yet
is doing rather poorly.
After discouraging losses in North
Carolina and Florida, the Alabama
governor has slowed down his political
machine and has all but given up hope
of winning the Democratic
nomination.
It seems as if the introduction of
Carter into the political arena has
broken up Wallace's solid southern
support.
Saving Wallace's skin is his grass
roots approach to politics, and some
support from conservative, white
middle-class America. He's won that
group by hard-lined stands against
busing and gun control.
THE ONLY WIN mustered by the
Wallace camp this year was a landslide
victory in the Mississippi precinct
caucuses, in which he thrashed Carter
by getting 25 per cent more of the
vote.
Another one of the top Democratic
candidates this year is Arizona Sen.
Morris K. Udall, who, along with
Jackson, has a good chance to knock
Carter off his primary-winning streak.
Udall has been silent for much of
this campaign, probably accounting
for his winless campaign trail record.
He is, however, expected to beat out
both Carter and Jackson in Wisconsin
today.
Udall has been an outspoken
advocate or the ecology movement,
Congressional and campaign reforms
and the revamping of present foreign
and economic policies, making him an
attractive candidate neither too far
right or left to be elected.
UNFORTUNATELY BOTH
Jackson and Carter have given a like
middle-of-the-road image, preventing
either of them from doing as well as
they could if the others weren't
running.
The last of the active Democratic
candidates, former Oklahoma Sen.
Fred Harris, has all but dropped out of
the race, even though he claims he
never will.
The reason Harris has gotten
discouraged is that, besides his narrow
win in his home state precinct
caucuses, he has done very poorly,
with only IS per cent of the vote in
the four-candidate race in Vermont his
best effort.
ADDED TO THE
field is the
nation's leading independent
candidate, Eugene J. McCarthy, the
former Minnesota senator and
Democratic Presidential candidate in
1972.
Although it isn't the normal course
of American politics for an
independent to be a contender for a
seat in the Oval Office (the last serious
challenger was Wallace in 1968),
McCarthy is starting to build a head of
steam in preparation for the November
election. Ohio is one of those states
where his campaign is looking
especially good.

George Wallace

"/ am strictly opposed generally
speaking to the matter of busing to
acquire racial balance. And-belleve
that the people outght to eventually
, have the matter rectified In the courts
and the law."
Henry Jackson
"/ am against busing."

George C. Wallace

Eugene J. McCarthy

HUMPHREY MADE it clear he
would accept the nomination if it were
offered to him and he is probably
doing a great deal of behind-the-scenes
planning to get it.
Humphrey's chances of beating
either Ford or Reagan in November
are, at this point, as good as anybody's
and probably better than most,
considering his experience as vice
president under Lyndon B. Johnson
and his service as a long-time,
prestigious senator.
Tens of other candidates, ranging
from more obscure independents to
representatives of the Socialist
Workers, Libertarian and smaller
parties, have added to the long list of
Presidential candidates. Most will
probably never be heard of, others
may somehow suddenly emerge as a
logical choice.

Fred Harris

20.5'/

12%
9%

Gerald Ford
"...the way to cut down on the
criminal use of guns is not to take guns
away from the law-abiding citizens."

Jimmy Carter
He Is an active opponent of "forced
busing."

SINCE BROWN has revamped the
California state government and gained
the support of Califomians. it is
natural that he should run as their
favorite son.
The favorite daughter from Ohio is
State Treasurer Gertrude Donahey, a
woman with a reputable and
respectable record, but
relatively
unknown to the people of Ohio, let
alone the rest of the country.
But then there's Senator John
Glenn, one of the Democratic National
Convention's keynote speakers, who
has not completely dispelled the idea
of being Ohio's favorite son if the need
arose.
However, despite the front-runners
and the dark horses, the biggest
outside threat as a candidate is
Minnesota Sen. Hubert H. Humphrey,
who almost pulled off a win over
Nixon in 1968. Whether he is willing
to admit it, Humphrey would welcome
with open arms a chance to be
President.

Poll shows Ford ahead here

Ronald Reagan
"I am opposed to legislation which
would make It difficult, If not
Impossible for law-abiding citizens to
own hand guns or rifles. I don t believe
that such legislation Is going to keep
the criminal from having guns."

BUSING

Jimmv Carter

3S%

United States Is not going to be able to
Impose its views- of the world on other
countries. But at the very least, It
could refrain from evil. It could refrain
from Imposing dictatorships on
people,"
GUN CONTROL

Morris Udall
Supports gun control and has voted
for gun control legislation.

Main issues of McCarthy's campaign
include discontent with the present
administration, management, the
federal budget, foreign aid and the
decrease in expenditures for highways.
The McCarthy campaign of 1976,
though, hardly resembles that of 1972.
FOR ONE THING. McCarthy
supporter; aren't relying heavily on
the college vote end are attempting to
get older voters behind them.
Among local McCarthy supports is
his "vice-president for Ohio," Dr.
Dennis M. Anderson, assistant
professor of political science.
Anderson explained that one of the
prejudices against an independent
candidate is that he must list a
tentative running mate on his petrtion.
To accomplish this, McCarthy chose
one supporter from each state he filed
in to act as his vice-president from that
state.
If McCarthy began to run strong
and became a serious contender, a
vice-president with a bigger name and
better voter identification would be
picked as the running mate in all the
states, Anderson said.
But the list of the candidates
doesn't end with the big names.
California Gov. Edmund G. "Jerry"
Brown Jr. has attracted an enormous
amount of attention and support since
he announced on March 12 his
intention to run as California's favorite
son.

Ford

I

6%

I I I iI I I ■

Carter

Reagan

Humphrey

Who do University students prefer
for president?
A recent News survey shows
that President Gerald R. Ford is a
clear favorite of those polled, with
former Georgia Gov. Jimmy Carter a
distant second.
In the poll, taken last Saturday, 1 SO
randomly-chosen University students
were asked who they would vote for
had the elections been held that day.
THE OVERALL results are graphed
above.
Among the women, Ford received
even a greater portion of preference
votes. The results among women were:

Brown

Udall

3%

2%

Jackson

McCarthy

38 per cent
Gerald Ford
28
Undecided
10
Ronald Reagan
7
Jimmy Carter
5
Not Voting
3
Henry Jackson
2.3
Jerry Brown
2.3
Hubert Humphrey
2.3
Mortis Udall
1
Eugene McCarthy
Men, by comparison, seemed to
favor Carter a little more, but still
overwhelmingly preferred Ford. The
results among men were:
Gerald Ford
31 per cent
Jimmy Carter
18
Undecided
11
Hubert Humphrey
10

I

Undecided Not Voting

Ronald Reagan
9 per cent
Jerry Brown
6
Not Voting
6
Morris Udall
4
Eugene McCarthy
3
Henry Jackson
2
In one of the more surprising!
indications. California Gov. Edmund
G. Brown did as well or better than
Henry M. Jackson, Morris K. Udall and
Eugene J. McCarthy in practically al
the poll results. Brown entered thi
race as California's favorite son or
March 12.
ENOUGH UNDECIDED votes werJ
accumulated to make that voting claa
second in the polling >° Fowl
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Euthanasia lectures to begin Friday
By Rebecca Shoop
Staff Write,

Euthanasia will be the
topic of three public
lectures, a television
documentary and a panel
discussion this weekend at
the University. Dr. Thomas
W. Attig, assistant professor
of philosophy, and Pit
Fitzgerald, director of
instructional television at
WBGU-TV, will produce the
five-part series entitled,
"The Right to Live and the
Right to Die."
The series begins with a
lecture at 8 p.m. Friday.
The euthanasiascries will
be financed through a
$14,075 grant awarded to
the University from the
Ohio Program in the
Humanities, a state-based
program of the National
Endowment for the
Humanities.
The initial lecture,
"Problems of the Allocation
ATTIC SAID the purpose
of Scarce Life-Saving
Therapy" will be in 210 of the program is to provide
Math-Science Bldg. The information to the public
lecture will consider the
moral and ethical aspects of DOONESBURY
dilemmas arising from
developing medical
AUOmHOHK V*MUM,
technology.
nxsormML SK.SA
Di. Richard Wasserstrom,
TmmtoiiT rmuMtom
professor of philosophy and \/eee-x>tHtt lotomof
law at the University of votmmmt us-som
\
00HHN
California at Los Angeles,
will speak at the lecture.
Wasserstrom will also
lecture in Saturday's
presentation, "Is There a
Right to Die?" and the final
lecture on Monday, "The
Determination of Death."
A panel discussion will
concentrate on active
euthanasia or mercy killing.
Panelists include Marvin
Kohl, author of "The
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her parents and qualified
medical personnel to decide
whether to terminate her
life.

be relevant to the Karen
Ann Quintan case and the
New Jersey State Supreme
Court decision permitting

and to discuss the ethical
and moral questions
regarding the right to die.
He said the series should

1 800 43» 3710
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Morality of Killing" and
' co-chairman of the National
Commission for Beneficient
Euthanasia, and Karen
Metzler, a health care
consultant and national
lecturer on medical ethics.
John Monagle, associate
clinical professor of
bio-ethics at the Medical
College of Ohio and director
of consul ting and
consultation services at St.
Vincent's Hospital and
Medical Center in Toledo
will also be on the panel.
The television
documentary, narrated by
Attig, will include
interviews with medical
specialists, such as
cardiologists and
neurologists. Dr. Donald
Scherer and Dr. Louis I.
Katzner, both associate
professors of. philosophy
department at the
University, will be
interviewed.
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Ex - GM finds cr new way of life'
EDITOR'S NOTE: The
fallowing is the last of a
•hree-part series on former
Bowling Green hockey
coach Jack Vivian's
controversial stay with the
Cleveland Crusaders as
general manager and his
recent resignation.
By Jerry Masek
"It's been said that I'm
too tough," Jack Vivian said
of his stay with the

Crusaders, "but as far as I'm
concerned, that's a
compliment. I tried to be
firm, but fair."
Did Vivian, a
highly-successful . college
coach at Bowling Green,
have a hard time motivating
professional players?
"As a general manager, it
was not my responsibility to
motivate anybody, just to
assemble a good team, and I
did that," he said. "I never
tried to bring the rah-rah

college atmosphere to pro
hockey."
"We assembled a strong,
young team," Vivian said,
"and it should be good for
many years. The franchise is
set on defense and soon, we
should have the best defense
in all of pro hockey."
VIVIAN ALSO revealed
that he was the one who
selected John Wilson as the
new C's coach. "Before Jay
Moore came in, we had no

money for a strong
professional coach," he said.
Did the news media run
Jack Vivian out of
Cleveland?
•Hell's bells no," he
replied. "1 don't blame
them for anything. The
media criticism came from a
lack of knowledge and
understanding of what was
happening, and it was not
my place to correct them."
Vivian said that many
times a sports writer would

come to him, and he
(Vivian) would be able to
spend little or no time with
him.
"THE SPORTS writers
thought this was a
put-down." Vivian said,
"but I was dealing with
thousands of dollars, and
often I had no time." (This
reporter can verify that. In
December. 1974, Vivian
came to the Coliseum
one-half hour late for a

Netters see tough competition
By David Smercina
Sports Writer
Getting the
toughest
competition out of the way
early is the Bowling Green
tennis team's philosophy in
its scheduling this season.
The Falcons opened their
dual meet season Saturday
and were defeated by
powerful host Eastern
Kentucky University
(EKU). 8-1.
Next in line for the
netters is even more
awesome Ohio State
University (OSU), which
provides the competition in
today's 3:30 p.m. match,
the first home encounter of
the year for the Falcons.

OSU is ranked in the top
twenty in the nation by
College Report Tennis USA
Magazine. It is the only
opponent on the Falcons'
slate so honored in the
pre-season poll.
"WE TRY and play some
of the tougher teams early
in the season," explained
coach Bob Gill. "It gets us
ready for Mid-American
Conference competition,
which is more on our level."
Gill was neither pleased
nor disappointed with the
Falcons' showing against
EKU. But he was impressed
with EKU. saying that possibly he
underestimated
them.

Dave Trimble turned in
the best performance of the
match for the Falcons. He
was the only BG netter who
could pull off a win. Playing
fifth singles, he von 2-6.
6-4. 7-5, defeating the same
player who beat him in last
year's dual meet.
Even though they lost,
the second doubles team of
Rob Dowling and Brian
Huffer drew the coach's
praise.
•THEY HAD been having
trouble holding their serve
before," Gill said. The pair
held their serve for II
straight games, eventually
falling 5-7. 5-6.

Falcon Glenn Johnson,
not on top of his game yet,
lost .!-b. 1-6. Frosh Tom
Olson fell 4-6. 5-7. Dowling
(1-6, 3-6), HufTer (4-6.4-6)
and SidCouling(l-6.2-6)all
lost their singles matches.

OTHER TOP Buckeyes
are Jim Flower, an ex-Ohio
class AAA high school
singles champion and Dave
Patton. a two-time Ohio
high school state champion
in doubles competition.

The doubles teams, all of
which lost, were:
Johnson-Olson (4-6. 3-6)
Do wling-Huffer and
Couling-Trimble (2-6, 6-3,
1-6)

OSU defeated EKU
earlier this season 5-4.

OSU brings some talented
players to Bowling Green
today. Leading the team is
Francisco Gonzales, who
was an all-American last
year, as well as Big Ten
singles champion.

The only changes the
Falcons will make for this
match are returning Couling
to the fifth position, and
playing Trimble at the sixth
spot.

| scheduled interview with the
(Ashtabula) Star-Beacon.
The interview itself was
interrupted several times
with messages and phone
calls, and had to be halted
before all the questions
were answered.)
"It was not my place to
tell them (the writers) the
whole story." Vivian said.
"There are some things they
didn't and shouldn't know."
Vivian claimed he and
owner Jay Moore had a
good relationship.
"I left there with
absolutely no regrets or
hatred." he said. "Mr.
Moore is a businessman. He
knew all the decisions, the
facts, and my recommendations, and he almost always
okayed them."
HOWEVER. Vivian
added. "Moore should have
told the players to take off
the arm bands."
Vivian admitted he could
have stayed with the C's in
another capacity.
"I was doing three
people's jobs already," he
said. "Based on my personal
feelings and circumstances, I
thought it was best for a
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"Something I can do well,
but a similar and lets time
consuming job than the last
one.
"I'm 34 yean old now,"
Vivian said, "so I have 31
more year* to work before I
retire. I can't afford to
make the wrong decision
WHAT'S THE future now."
hold for Jack Vivian?
The Vivians reside in
"The good Lord will take Hudson, about a lS-minute
care of me." he said. "I'm drive from the Coliseum in
apprehensive about Richfield, where the
the luture. and know I don't Crusaders and basketball
want another pressure Cavaliers both play their
cooker. I owe it to my home games. Vivian said he
family to treat them better. did not know how long it
"I definitely want
would be before he selected
another challenge." he said. i a new job.

Intramural notes
Entries for men's soft hall, coed softball and team golf are
due at 5 p.m. today in the IM office, 201 Memorial Hall.
Entries are available from fraternity and residence hall
athletic chairmen and at the IM office. Play begins April 12.

• • •

Entries for volleyball and fraternity bowling are now
available from the IM office. Entries are due April 13 and
play begins Apnl 19.

• • *

All captains or representatives of coed triples volleyball
teams musl attend a meeting at 6 p.m. today in 100
Women's Building.

••••••••••••••*

■

- FEATURING -

dean break and a new way
of life.
"I'm extremely relieved
now. and am enjoying my
"vacation"," he saltl. "I'm
happy and am getting to
know my family (wife and
three children) again."
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Laxers dominate all aspects
in 15 - 0 whitewash of Irish
By Greg Smith
Assistant Sports Editor

PiimiW
*" •*■*■ "

Falcons Joe Colino and Kick Moore (middle) pursue a Noire Dame defenseman in
Saturday s action. (Newsphoto by Lance Wynn)

ll was billed as a game that would feature a high-scoring
offense against a stingy defense.
Too bad for Notre Dame coach Rich O'Leary and his
"Fightless Irish" that both aspects of the game were
dominated by the Bowling Green lacrosse squad in its 15-0
whitewash of the South Bend team at Doyt L. Perry Field
Saturday!
The Irish, who entered the game averaging 11 goals per
outing, seemed intimidated by BG's lough, physical defense
and amazed at how well the Falcons executed theii passing.
"THEY MOVED the ball very well," O'Leary said after
the game. "Their passing was very sharp and it made a big
difference in the game. We couldn't put three passes
together to gel a good scoring opportunity. We were just
outclassed and outplayed."
Falcon mentor Jim Plaunl, who chalked up his first
victory as a head coach, said. "I was surprised we scored as
much as we did. You just don't shut out teams in lacrosse. I
was really surprised."
Needless to say, it was a great beginning for Plaunt and
also for Falcon goalie Brand Closen, making his first start.
"Brand stopped them when he had to," Plaunl said."and
the close defense also played very good."
CLOSEN RECORDED 10 saves in the contest as BG

Kent dumps undermanned thinclads
By Bill Estep
Sports Editor

KENT-WANTED: Experienced welghtmen in Ihrow
shot put. hammer throw, javelin and discus for the Falcon
track squad.
Judging from the results of Saturday's Mid-American
Conference (MAC) dual meet with Kent Stale University
I KSU), BG head coach Mel Brodi may he issuing thai plea
in the near future.
With half its squad hack in Bowling Green nursing
eligibility and injury problems, the local ihinclads were
handed a 94-61) loss by Kent. The loss dropped the Falcons'
dual meet season record lo 0-2.
"WE'LL JUST HAVE lo dwell on our positive points and
lei our negative points lake care of themselves,'' Brodt Mid.
And it's obvious where the negative pain) was in llns
dual encounlcr with the defending league tiilislv-ihc weight
events.
With both Wayne Mannclin and Les Linharl. BG's only
two weight "specialists" ineligible. Ihe winners oulscored
the Falcons .?l-.l In the four weight events.
Only pole vaullcr Jeff Opcll. who went 14-d lo win his
speciality, garnered BG weight points with his second place
effort of 173-314 in the javelin.
The Flashes swept the top three scoring spots in the shot
put. discus and hammer throw.
"I DONT KNOW what the solution is in the weights."
Brodt said. "I don't know who we will have unless
Maiinclin gets eligible, lie stands the beet chance of getting
eligible. I don't think linharl will make. it.
"Psychologically.it huits your team when you're down
27-0 before you start," Brodt said of BG's lack of weight
personnel.
But once the running events began, the Falcons grabbed
their shaie of points.
With Kenl's defending MAC 220-yard dash winner Bruno
Cherrier training for the Olympic games in France and KSU
freshman sprint hopeful Norman Warren ineligible. BG
junior Brian Storm won both ihe 100 (10.5) and 220-yard
dash (22.2) events.

Despite a bad baton exchange from Ohio University
transfer Ricardo Bailey. Storm ran a brisk 10.1 leg in the
440-yard relay to open a wide lead in Ihe race. The Falcon
quartet, which also included Dave Cianclli and Ron Taylor,
won in 42.8.
Taylor, who also anchored the winning mile relay squad
winch also included Ivor bmmanuel. Boh lloksins. and Rick
lluuhinson and clocked a 3:20.7 timing, won the 440-yard
dash (4H.'») and look runner-up honors in Ihe 220(22.5).
Kent ill-American Joe Duhina won Ihe mile in 4:10.4
wild Ihe aid of a strong final 220 and a fall by Falcon Gary
Dcsjardins. Dubina and Dcsjardins were running side-by side
around the final turn before the BCi runners' foot caught

Dubina's heel and he fell. Desjardins got up and finished the
race third in 4:20.0.
DUBINA ALSO WON the SMI in 1:55.1.
llutchinsori and freshman Kevin Ryan finished
third respectively in the event.
The Falcons' lone sweep in the meet came
vault where Opelt. Shawn Beainer (14-0) and
(14-0) finished one . two. three

The young Falcon golf
team has passed its lirsl lest.
Finishing lliiid in a
I 2-team field at the
Marshall Invitational Friday
and Saturday. Bowling
Green outdistanced five
other M i d • A m e r i c a n
Conference (MAC) schools
with its 1.134 total.
Perennial powerhouse
Ohio Stale University took
honors with a sparkling
1,100 total while host
Marshall was second with
1,120 strokes
WITH THEIR third-place
showing, the Falcons
outplayed league fotl
Miami. Kent State, Ohio
University. Ball Slate and
Toledo.
"Miami and Ohio had
beaten us prctly badly in
the Duke Invitational." BG
coach John Piper explained,
"so the fellows were elated

thai they were the top MAC

school.
"I felt b> the end of
April that we could play
Miami evenly, but I didn't
expect lo heal them in this

toumey."
Piper also expressed
disappointment with Ball
Slate, defending loop
champions.
"THEY HAD three
seniors who played poorly,"
he said. "I also expected
Ohio Universit) to be ahead
of us. with us and Kent
State lighting for fifth or
sixth.
"Bui we're encouraged
with our finish and out goal
is to keep gelling better,"
he added.
Sophomore John Miller
paced the BG effort with a

DELUXE 2 BDRM.

Bowling Green opens its
home season with a
doubleheader against
Heidleberg at Warren E.
Stellar Field today. The first
game starts at 2 p.m. with
Kip Young (4-0) seeking his
31st career win.

By Teny Goodman
Assistant Sports Editor
Bowling Green weni
through its second
childhood over the weekend
and played "King of ihe
Hill" in Cincinnati.
Here's the order in which
the Falcons raised their
season record to 10-5 and

54-hole total of 218, good
foi third among 72
individuals. BG's number
one man opened Friday
with rounds of 74 and 73
and closed with a 71 to
improve his I Ith place
finish of a year ago.
Marshall's Harold Payne,
an honorable mention
all-American pick last
spring, took medalist honors
with a 214 total while Ohio
Slate's Wayne Bailolacci
w.is second with a 216.
AFTER MILLER.
freshman Steve Cruse
turned in the next-best
Falcon performance. His
225 (75, 77, 73) strokes
earned him a tie for I Ith
place among individuals
Other scores for the local
linksiers were Gary Treater

llieir winning streak to six
games by mowing down five
straight opponents.
■-Kip Young recorded his
30th career victory and his
fourth this season with a
live-hitler during BG's 4-2
conquest of Cincinnati
Friday. Young went the
distance.
-Jim Joyce and Romie

Schwleterman

each

cot railed mound decisions
during the Falcons' sweep
(7-4 and 4 0) of the
Bearcats Saturday.
Sch wiete r man's gem,
despite six walks, was the
Bill shutout hurled foi the
Orange this season. Both BG
pitchers went the distance.
-Gary Kite and Mike

Oleksak baffled Xaviei. 5-2
and 2-1. Sunday. Kite,
upping his mark to 3-0.
received hitting support
from freshman Chuck
Black, who had three hits
and two Rill's Oleksak.
winging his first collegiate
win. received seventh-inning
hustle from senior Fred
Jereb. who scampered home
with the winning run fiom
second base on an infield
single.
-Oh. by the way. both
Falcon pilchen again went
the distance Sunday. Those
five complete games
certainly merit "King of the
Hill" status.
"We played very well and
showed real signs of

at 227 (75. 75. 77).
freshman Pat Dugan at 234
(81.80. 73). junior Jim
Decker al 236 (82. 78. 76)
and sophomore Lonnie
Anthony at 238 (78. 78.
82).
"We got outstanding play
from Miller. Cruse and
Treater as all three finished
among ihe top 20." Piper
said. "But the other three
all made contributions.
"LONNIE WAS steady
the first two rounds, and

Dugan hit the hall well but
wasn't putting well until the
final day when he shot 73.
which was a tiemendous
help." the Falcon coach
added.
"Deckei improved each
round and he had a 36 (even
par) the last nine holes
when wx- really needed it."
The third-place finish was
BG's best in the Marshall
toumey since 1972. when
the Falcons topped a
10-team field.

Tuesday Is

SALAD NIGHT
at Crusty's Pizza

contest

progress." smiled a pleased
Coach Don Purvis. "We got
pretty consistent pitching
with five route-going
performances. You seldom
see that."
1 li.il. indeed, may be a
new Falcon high water
mark.

"WE ALSO showed we're
competitive as a team, as
exemplified by winning
both games against Xavier u
the last inning." Purvis
continued. "We had several
oulslanding delensive playi
and some very encouraging
play from our freshmen."
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Refreshments served.

ONLY '4.09
Your Save '1.80

Vs Off Any
"SALAD"

Purvis will look tor more
signs of progress, and
hopefully two more wins.
against Heidelberg at Warren
I . Stellat Field today,

TONIGHT
7:30 - 9:30

500 mg. 250 Tabs.

occupancy - 2 bedroom

APTS. AVAILABLE
FOR FALL

724
Sixth St.

THE FALCONS might have been able lo score two more
limes in Ihe hard-hitting third period as Scarola made a
good save on a Macko shot and Dave Favorite Inl the pipe
with an attempt.
BG added three unassisted goals in ihe final period H
Woloshyn lacked on his thirj score of the das while Lee
Murphs tallied I man-up goal and Sadowfkv finished Ihe
Falcon onslaught with 11 4? remaining in the non-league

ONLY '1.69
You Save .80*

FURNISHED APTS

CALL FOR APPT.
372-0052
IF NO ANSWER
CALL 352-3029

JIM MACKO got the ball rolling in the second half for
the Falcons, scoring two goals within a one-minute span.
The scoring parade continued as Knowles tallied Ins ihnd
goal of the game on McNicholas' third Itslll with M:lo
remaining in the third stanza.
"Ther freshmen played like they had been playing foi
four years," Plaunt siad, referring to the plus oi
McNicholas. Lenny Sadowsks and the rest of the lirit-yeai
performers. "Everyone played and played well."•
Steve Cabalka sewed on BG's "exit play" with 2;
seconds left in ihe third period on an assist from junioi Joe
Golino.

BG nine hopes to increase six-game win streak

I

WAYNE
APTS.

in the pole
Rich Cron

Dcsjardins returned to grab the lead with teammate Tim
Zumbaugh at the fourth lap of the three-mile run and
danced to the tape with former BG all-American
steeplechaser Sid Sink. Dcsjardins was declared the winner
in 14:16. while "Zoom" look second in 14:16.1.

Golfers top MAC entries at Marshall
By Dick Rees
Associate Sports Editor

while Rick
second and

dominated the action, outshooting the Irish. 44-12.
Rick Knowles opened the scoring parade for the Falcons
at 8:52 of the first period as he rifled a shot past Notre
Dame goalie Jim Scarola. Freshman Tom McNicholas
assisted.
Co-captain Paul Collins wasted little time in following
Knowles' score. Scoring a man-up goal on an assist from
McNicholas. Collins rocketed a shot over the Noire Dame
goalie's left shoulder at a difficult angle at 6:33.
Knowles found Scarola's left side vulnerable again at the
5:11 mark, scoring his second goal on an assist from Dick
Irwin.
THE FALCONS got their second man-up goal at the
2:43 mark. This time it W3S McNicholas netting his first
career goal with an assist from Jeff Woloshyn.
Two goals by Woloshyn and one each from Pete Speers
and Kent Mann gave the hosts an 8-0 lead at intermission,
but not before the Irish had their opportunities.
Closen stopped Geoff Johnson's breakaway attempt and
John Grim made an excellent clear when the action ,was
hectic in front of the Falcon net.
"We had pressure on them the whole day." Plaunl said.
"We cleared the ball well and controlled it for much of ihe
game. Nothing could have worked belter, the weathei WM
super and the fans were great."

DORSEY'S DRUGS
500 E. WOOSTER
"BY THE TRACKS"

